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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your client would like to match the Background Color and Front
to match their corporate style guide standards. What action
must you take to make these changes?

A. You must modify the CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) that has
been inserted into the Career Section.
B. You must modify the properties in the associated Theme.
C. You must contact Support to make the changes.
D. You must modify the properties in the Career Section.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to create a new /billinfo object on an existing
account.
Which criteria is used first when Billing and Revenue
Management (BRM) assigns the billing Day of Month (DOM) for the
new /billinfo object?
A. the default setting in the Connection Manager pin.conf file
B. the current day of the month
C. the DOM assigned to the billing segment
D. the DOM used by the first /billinfo object in the account
E. By default, new /billinfo objects are always assigned
billing DOM 1.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E16754_01/doc.75/e16696/bll_prg_cust
_billunit.htm#BRMBL280

NEW QUESTION: 3
You want to add an Email Address field to the Advanced
Candidate Search form. What two steps are required to enable
this in the system? (Choose two.)
A. In the Candidate profile configuration, add Email Address to
the Available Fields list.
B. In the Recruiting Administration set the Email Address Field
Availability to "Candidate Search".
C. In the Candidate Search Page configuration, add Email
Address to the Available Fields list.
D. Change the Recruiter user type viewing permission to
Restricted.
E. In the Recruiter user type, set the Email Address Field
Availability to "Candidate Search".
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
And given the code fragment:
What is the result?

A. Compilation fails
B. 4W 100 Auto4W 150
C. Compilation fails
D. Null 0 Auto4W 150
E. Compilation fails
Answer: A

only at line n1
Manual
only at line n2
Manual
at both line n1 and line n2
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